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DOES WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT HAVE ECONOMIC BENEFITS?

1. Work in fish value chains is strongly gendered.
2. Fisheries and other studies show that narrow economic efforts to “empower women” often fail.
3. Gender in fish value chains has rarely been subject to economic analysis.
   • Would economic analyses improve the understanding of gender inequality in fish value chains?
1. FISH VALUE CHAIN WORK IS GENDERED

- In fisheries value chains, women are:
  - 47% of workforce but concentrated in post harvest jobs - *Hidden Harvest, World Bank 2012*
  - Fisheries law and policy focuses on production issues; gender blind but not gender neutral

- In aquaculture and fisheries production:
  - Women’s production is often uncounted, e.g., invertebrate collecting (Daniya Kleiber et al. 2014)
  - Larger scale, mechanised enterprises involve fewer women than small scale, e.g., shrimp, salmon farms

- Social aspects of value chains overlooked in favour of economic, environmental, e.g., trade, sustainability

Gender inequality is endemic in fish value chains
2. FISHERIES AND OTHER STUDIES SHOW THAT NARROW ECONOMIC EFFORTS TO “EMPOWER WOMEN” OFTEN FAIL

- LOOKING FROM THE WOMEN’S PERSPECTIVES: A REVIEW OF EVIDENCE IN ASIAN FISHERIES SOCIETY PAPERS ON WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT (CHOO POH SZE & MERYL WILLIAMS, IN PRESS)
- LOOKING MORE BROADLY: CONCLUSIONS FROM BROADER ECONOMIC STUDIES
## Longwe’s Levels of Empowerment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Welfare</td>
<td>Zero level of empowerment; women as passive recipients, given benefits to improve their socio-economic status rather than producing such benefits for themselves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Access</td>
<td>First level of empowerment; women improve their own status from increased access to resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Conscientisation</td>
<td>Realisation that women’s relative lack of access to resources actually arises from discriminatory practices and rules; a collective move to remove the discriminatory practices; dissatisfaction with the established patriarchal order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Mobilisation</td>
<td>Complements conscientisation; women come together for the analysis of problems, identification of strategies to overcome discriminatory practices, and collective action to remove these practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Control</td>
<td>This level is reached when women have taken action so that there is gender equality.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Welfare level
   - Donor projects in Vietnam (1) and Bangladesh (2) added to women's work loads but did not increase their decision-making power in the households.
   - These were based on assumptions that work for income would empower the women.

2. Welfare to access (and back)
   - NGO experiences showed that long learning periods (decades) and accompanying organisational development is needed, e.g., CARE-Bangladesh, Caritas.
   - Fragile access arrangements threaten women's gains, e.g., for Kerala mussel farm sites, Bangladesh water bodies, and fail to provide social power, e.g., women divers for high value shellfish in Japan and Korea.
   - Culture inhibits women from taking up rights, opportunities, e.g., Thailand, France.
   - Degradation of natural resources reduced women's traditional access, e.g., Btsisi Malaysia, Tanzania.
   - In fish trading, women's soft power can help them, e.g., former cross-border trade from Cambodia to Thailand, or reduce their roles as chains develop, e.g., Mali.
3. From access to conscientisation and some control

- In Taiwan, women entrepreneurs can have control; women academics have access but not conscientisation

- No examples of conscientisation and mobilisation and only individual cases of control
- In the specific cases, women experienced inequality and low levels of empowerment; their economic contributions were mainly small
WHAT OTHER GENDER ECONOMIC STUDIES SHOW

- Gender equality contributes to economic growth but that economic growth did not necessarily lead to greater equality (review by Kaber and Natali, 2013)

- Assoc. of Women in Development, Ayako Iba (blogs based on feminist economics research):
  - Gender wage gap is often fuelled by job segregation
  - Gender wage discrimination can stimulate economic growth. E.g., by exports
  - Macro-economic policies can stimulate gender inequality
  - More focus is needed on the importance of household relations

These results are relevant to gender in fish value chains
3. COULD ECONOMIC ANALYSES IMPROVE THE UNDERSTANDING OF GENDER INEQUALITY IN FISH VALUE CHAINS?

- None of the AFS studies reviewed was an economic analysis.
- Very few economic papers are presented in the AFS Gender/Women Symposia.
- Very few gender/women papers are presented in IFET conferences and the economics literature.
WHAT COULD ECONOMICS CONTRIBUTE?

• IDEAS FROM THE DEVELOPMENT OF FEMINIST ECONOMICS

• SUGGESTIONS FROM SOME FISHERIES ECONOMISTS
  • PROF. ANDY THORPE (U. PORTSMOUTH) – PROFESSOR OF DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS, LEAD AUTHOR: “FISHING NA EVERYBODY BUSINESS”: WOMEN’S WORK AND GENDER RELATIONS IN SIERRA LEONE’S FISHERIES” FEMINIST ECONOMICS (2014)
  • PROF. DALE SQUIRES (NOAA, UCSD) – FISHERIES ECONOMIST, PROF. NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS, EXPERT IN THE ECONOMICS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE, EXTERNALITIES
THE JOURNAL *FEMINIST ECONOMICS*:

- “The goal of *Feminist Economics* is not just to develop more illuminating theories, but to improve the conditions of living for all children, women, and men”

HIGH ACADEMIC REPUTATION, RIGOROUS JOURNAL STANDARDS

- But often not cited by the mainstream, e.g., 2013 IMF Worknote “Women, Work, and the Economy: Macroeconomic Gains from Gender Equity” ignored (AWID and Ayako Iba Blogs)
ZERO DRAFT IDEAS FOR GENDER AND FISH VALUE CHAIN ECONOMICS

1. IMPACTS OF MACRO-ECONOMIC POLICIES ON GENDER INEQUALITY
   - ACCESS TO AND OWNERSHIP OF RESOURCES, ASSETS
   - GENDERED IMPACTS OF CHANGE: (1) STATE OF NATURAL RESOURCE AND THEIR MANAGEMENT, (2) TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
   - POLICIES AND PROGRAMS THAT SUPPORT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT PATHS, E.G., INTERNATIONAL TRADE, LARGE SCALE OPERATIONS

2. ECONOMIC ANALYSES OF WORK IN FISH VALUE CHAINS – GENDER AND OTHER FACTORS
   - WORK SEGREGATION, GENDER AND OTHER WAGE GAPS
   - RELATIONS BETWEEN SECTORAL GROWTH AND GENDER (AND OTHER) WAGE DISCRIMINATIONS, E.G., OF MIGRANT WORKERS

3. HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS
   - IN FISHING, FARMING, POST-HARVEST PROCESSING AND MARKETING HOUSEHOLDS – ADAPT METHODS FROM AGRICULTURE
   - MORE FOCUS NEEDED ON IMPORTANCE OF HOUSEHOLD RELATIONS
“WHAT SHOULD IIFET BE DOING TO HELP STIMULATE ECONOMIC AND TRADE STUDIES ON GENDER IN FISH VALUE CHAINS?

GENDER SESSIONS LINKED TO KEY SECTORAL ISSUES  TOP ECONOMISTS AS MENTORS AND LEADERS FOR GENDER THEMES

ATTENTION TO THE GENDER OF KEYNOTE SPEAKERS  THEMES FOR KEYNOTE ADDRESSES

AWARDEES AND RECOGNITION  GENDER OF OFFICE HOLDERS”
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